Highlights of
Password Manager Pro's
new user interface (UI)
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1. Freshly restyled login page
Our first enhancement is to the login page. Here's how Password Manager Pro will open up for you
from now on:

We have also added new options that will allow you to customize the login page content and color.
You can find them under "Rebrand" in the admin section.
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2. New personalization options for users
The "Personalize" window has been revamped with two new options. Earlier, the old UI provided an
option only to change language settings.

In the new UI, you will also be able to customize Password Manager Pro's appearance with different
color themes. In addition, you can select a default tab to open upon logging in. While the default
setting is the Dashboard, you can set the default tab to be Resources or Personal or likewise.
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3. An elegant and crisp dashboard that strictly means business.
We decluttered the home dashboard and included useful options. The revamped dashboard is more
refined graphic-wise, with appealing colors.

Live Audit Feeds: The latest inclusion to the dashboard is a live feed section for Password and User
audits under Password and User dashboard respectively. You can also customize the live feed widget
as to what specific operations should be displayed.
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New widgets for favorite passwords and active remote sessions: Passwords you have marked as
favorite and those you have accessed recently can now be viewed directly from the dashboard as an
individual widget. We have also brought in another widget that lists ongoing remote sessions, with
options right there to join/terminate them at your wish.

The next thing you'll notice about the dashboard is that the Auto Logon and My Passwords tabs are
missing at the top. Shown below is the old dashboard:
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In the new UI, only the Password and User Dashboards will be displayed. For "Auto Logon" section, we
have created a new separate, main tab under the name Connections.

"My Passwords", which was also earlier under Home tab will now appear as "Passwords", a separate
section under the Resources tab.
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4. Vertical alignment of header tabs, with three new tabs.
The main tabs of Password Manager Pro (i.e. Home, Resources, Admin, and such) have been moved
from the header area. They will appear in the new design as a vertical layout on the left hand side of
the UI, with new illustrative icons.
Main tabs in the old UI:

Main tabs in the new UI:
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Most importantly, we have introduced three new tabs in the vertical layout - Groups, Connections,
and Users.
Groups is a section we have created to solely list the resource groups you create in Password Manager
Pro. In the old UI, resource groups were available as a separate tab under Resources. Now, a dedicated
section for resource groups from the main tab makes it easier for you to conduct group-level
operations. Other cool quirks include a new Owner column and display filters. Display filters allow
you to view groups that are either static or criteria-based, owned or shared, and more.

Connections is the old "Auto Logon" tab that was earlier available under the Home section, as
discussed above.
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Users tab has been added to make user management simpler for administrators. Instead of accessing
the Admin tab every time, you now get a quicker way to find your users and user groups. Display
filters are available for user groups too. Additionally, user actions have been combined into a single
drop-down menu as highlighted in the image below.

Apart from the changes in the main tab, the Links drop-down has also been renamed as Quick Links
and moved to the top right corner of the UI, with an inbuilt search option.
Links - Old UI
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Quick Links icon - New UI

5. Compact admin tab with revised grouping of options.
The Admin tab in the old UI had only four divisions, i.e. Users, Customize, General, and Agents. The
new UI will sport eight divisions, which are Authentication, Customization, Settings, Configuration,
Manage, Integration, Organizations, and PMP Agents.
Admin panel - Old UI
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In the new UI, the features have also been reclassified under the new divisions; we have done away
with icons for every feature, opting for simple listing instead. A search option has also been provided
to assist you in locating required features quickly.
Admin panel - New UI

6. Resource Actions
In the old UI, resource actions such as share, edit, reports appear as illustrated icons:
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In the new UI, the options will be displayed within a drop-down menu under Resource Actions column,
as shown in the image.

7. Password Sharing window
Earlier, the resources and resource groups had an individual Share column in the old UI.
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In the new UI, the Share options have been moved to the drop-down of Resource Actions column.

The sharing UI has also been completely revamped. The new sharing window lets you search for
required users effortlessly and share the specific resources/resource groups with them. The need to
drag users between multiple boxes are out with the old UI. The varying privileges you can grant the
users are now renamed as View Passwords, View and Modify Passwords, and Full Access (as opposed
to the View, Modify, and Manage terms in the old UI.)
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8. Change Roles window
The UI window for "Change Roles"—an option which appears under Admin->Roles—has been
redesigned for better clarity. Only the look of the window has changed; the feature functionality is the
same. Both old and new windows are displayed below.
Old UI

New UI
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9. Collapsible, re-sizable, drag and drop columns
Control how you want your information to be displayed. You can drag columns around, rearrange
them to your preference, collapse or expand them. The choice is yours.

Above are some of the changes you'll see in the new Password Manager Pro. We have made the new
UI more intuitive and user friendly, while still retaining the best features from the earlier design. We
hope you enjoy the new look of Password Manager Pro!
_______________________________________________________

